CSS Laxenburg 26.04.2003
Liebe Ausstellungsfreunde!
Unsere heurige Clubsiegerschau fand am 26./27.4.03 im Park von Schloss
Laxenburg bei Wien statt.
Das Gelände bot einen würdigen Rahmen für unsere „Retrievertage“.
Die Ringe am Samstag, dem „Showtag“ wurden mit dem herrlichen Schloss im
Hintergrund angelegt. Das „kaiserliche“ Wetter lockte neben unserem Fachpublikum
auch viele Spaziergänger in den Park und unsere Hunde wurden gebührend
bewundert.
Es waren 2 Chesapeake Bay Retriever, 35 Flat Coated Retriever, 150 Golden
Retriever, 120 Labrador Retriever, 2 Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever und 26
Welpen aller Rassen gemeldet.
Es gab am Ende wieder viele glückliche Besitzer die sich über die errungenen
Erfolge ihrer Hunde freuen konnten.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER
RICHTER: FREDERICK HATHAWAY GB

(Ring 1)

Rüden Jüngstenklasse
101 Drombeg Celtic Legend
B: Thomas Bergant
Good sized dog for its age, quite nicely boned, good rib, quite nice quarters, little erratic in movement,
needs a little ring craft; VV
VV
102 Lavender's Generation Candy Man
B: Silke Kempf
Quite an attractive dog. Only 6 month old, I hope will come up to size, for me in the moment a little
short in leg, nice attractive head and expression, nice neck and good shoulders, lovely level top line
and nice quarters, moves very well for a puppy of its age, like to see a little of it all over, VV
VV
103 Midnight Challenger Golden Angels of Oberach B: Alexandra Glied
Quite nicely balanced and mature, well boned, quite a pleasant head, good reach of neck, good
straight front, well ripped for his age, lovely top line, good quarters, moves quite well for his age, VV
VV1 BESTER JÜNGSTER

Rüden Jugendklasse
104 Anjuk of Hopeful Image
B: Maria Oberhollenzer
Quite nicely balanced and reasonably developed head, nice eye and expression, I would prefer a little
more neck and slightly better angulation and shoulder, nice depth of rib, ouffrent angulation of
quarters, needs to tighten up a little on the move, Very Good
SG
105 Ashbury Take a Chance
B: Susanna & Walter Höger
Quite nicely balanced, present head and expression, suffrent neck and angulation and shoulders, very
nice straight front, good depth of rib, sufficient angulation at the rear, moves quite well, Excellent
V
106 Bell Octave Aron
B: Christine Riess
Quite nice in out-line, would like more breath of shull, would like little more neck, sliphtly better
angulation of shoulders, sufficient rib, nice level top line, would prefer little bit more angulation of
quarters, Very Good
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SG
107 Bell Oktave Amiga
B: Dr. Ulrich Stepski
Quite an attractive dog, present head and expression, would prefer a scissors bite and a little more
neck, needs a little more on the rib, needs to fill up under the loins, like and little more muscles on the
quarters, proud of his tail, but then is still a young dog, Very Good
SG
108 Bell Oktave Amor
B: Elfi Fuchsbichler
Quite a nice head, nice eye and expression, just about enough neck, reasonable shoulders, would like
to see more of him in body, particularly under the loins, like to see more muscles behind, moves
reasonable well, Very Good
SG
109 Bell Oktave Apollo
B: Kurt Becksteiner
Nicely balanced, for my taste, I like more strength of head, which may well come, good neck, good
angulation of shoulder, nice top line, sufficient depth of rib at the moment, reasonable angulation of
quarters, moves quite well, Excellent
V
110 Bell Oktave Athos
B: Andreas Minarik
Quite a nice young dog, would prefer a little more head, reasonable length of neck, would like a better
angulation of shoulders, quite rare straight front, sufficient rib for his age, nice top line, reasonable
angulation of quarters, moves quite well, Very Good
SG
111 Bell-Oktave Asco
Fehlt

B: Christian Sommer

112 Calimero von Teriolis
B: Manfred Dvorzak
Attractive well balanced dog, quite rare head, sufficient neck, reasonable angulation of shoulders,
good straight front, good rib, nice quarters, moved quite well, Excellent
V
113 Camillo von Teriolis
B: Bernhard Höck
Nicely balanced attractive dog, present head and expression, good reach of neck and nice angulation
of shoulders, good front, excellent depth of rib, firm level top line, well angulated and well muscled
quarters, moves very nicely, Excellent
V
114 Charles von Teriolis
B: Gisela Klinkenberg
Quite a attractive dog, nicely balanced, present head and expression, good in neck, good angulation
of shoulders, nice clepth of rib, nice top line, nicely angulated quarters, really moves quite well, in spite
of his handlers, Excellent
V
115 Charly of Oh Carolina
B: Helmuth Hirschmann
Good sized dog, very nice head and expression, sufficient neck, good angulation of shoulders,
excellent depth of rib, little long in loins, want to see firmer and more muscled quarters, I´d like to see
him tighten up on the move, Excellent
V
116 El Greco Bandit von Kriegelstein
fehlt

B: Mag. Uta Kloucek

117 El Piccolo Commodore von Kriegelstein
B: Dr. Walter Nagele
Nicely balanced, very clean in/outline, quite a nice head, good neck and shoulders, nice angulation,
sufficient depth of rib, well angulated quarters, nice level top line, which he keeps on the move, moves
nicely and truly, Excellent
V3
118 Ferrymaster of Baywatch
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fehlt
119 Finley of Baywatch
B: Brigitte Gasser
Nice attractive pale dog, nicely balanced, and nice in outline, present head, nice eye and expression,
sufficient neck and angulation and shoulder, good rib, nice level and firm top line, good strong
quarters, moves well, Excellent
V
120 Flanagan of Baywatch
B: Ingrid Nowotny
Good sized dog, present head, sufficient neck, good shoulders, good straight, well boned front,
sufficient depth of rib, quite good angulation of quarters, moves quite well, Excellent
V
121 Flynn of Baywatch
B: Dr. Stefan Penz
Quite a well balanced dog, nice head, good enough in neck, well angulated shoulders and a nice
straight front, good rib, nice top line, sufficient angulation of quarters, moved quite well, Excellent
V
122 Instant Attraction
B: Dino Molnari
Quite nicely balanced pleasant head and nice expression, good in neck and shoulders, nice straight
front, good depth of rib, nice level top line, well angulated quarters, moves well, Excellent
V4
123 Jeremias vom Kalkbrennerhaus
fehlt

B: Elfriede Konrad

124 Keep me Brandon Golden Angels of Oberach
B: Doris Lutz
Very nice pale dog, nice head and expression, excellent neck and shoulders, lovely straight front, very
nice depth of rib, firm level top line, both standing and on the move, nice angulation of quarters, moves
very well indeed, Excellent
V1 JB CJS
125 Keep me Quint Golden Angels of Oberach
B: Imke Reinacher
Attractive pale dog, pleasant enough head, good neck and shoulders, nice front, good top line, ice
quarters and moves well; Excellent
V
126 Limaros Golden Benign Brian
B: Marianne Vincenz
Good sized dog, quiet pleasant head, reasonable in neck and shoulders, straight front, little short
coupled, reasonable quarters, movement little untidy, Very Good
SG
127 Limaro`s Golden Benign Boy Noah
B: Hermine und Erwin Slipek
Quite and attractive, nicely balanced dog, pleasant head, nice coat and condition, sufficient neck and
angulation of shoulders, good depth of ribs, nice top line, sufficient angulation of quarters, moves
reasonable well, Excellent
V
128 Susan’s Golden Always A Friend
B. Michaela Führer
Quite an attractive youngster, who really needs to come on a little, quite and pleasant head,
reasonable neck and shoulders, I’d like to see a better depth of ribs, he is a little tucked up under the
loin, reasonable quarters, needs to tighten up on the moves, Very Good
SG
129 Vienna's Golden Dreams Alfonso
B: Brigitte Spurny
Good sized dog, quite well balanced, present head, sufficient neck and angulation of shoulders, good
depth of rib, strong, firm top line good angulation of quarters, moves quite well, Excellent
V
130 Vienna's Golden Dreams Aurelio Bruno
B: Martha Conte
Nice comport dog, nice head and expression, good enough in neck and shoulders, sufficient depth of
rib, short coupled, quite nice quarters, moves reasonable well, Excellent
V
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131 Vienna`s Golden Dreams Aureo Savio
B: Eva Tatzber
Attractive, nicely balanced dog, pleasant head and expression, good in neck and shoulders, nice
depth of rib, nice good firm top line, very nice quarters, very nicely presented, moves very well,
Excellent
V2

Hündinnen Jüngstenklasse
132 Brightness Bluebelle
B: Karin Pöltl
Very pretty puppy, lovely head, sufficient neck and nice shoulders, good ribs, nice firm top line, good
quarters, moves very nicely indeed for a youngster, very promising puppy, VV
VV
133 Cheek To Cheek Tiger Lily
B: Marie-Alpais Bazin
Very nice puppy, nice size for the age, pretty head, very good in neck and shoulders, good body, nice
top line, good quarters, moves quite nicely, VV
VV
134 Don't Worry be Happy
B: Dino Molnari
Attractive puppy with good size, pretty head, very nice expression, good enough in neck and shoulder,
good rib, nice level top line well angulated quarters, perhaps just a little bit long but very nice, VV
VV
135 Gala von der Pulkau
B: Madeleine Trachta
Good sized youngster, attractive head, I’d prefer a true scissors bite, nice in neck and shoulders, good
ribs ,but a little bit long in line, nice quarters, moves reasonable well, V
V
136 Habaya of Fridolin's Flat
B: Fiona Schuster
FALSCH GEREIHT
Beurteilung bei Flat coated Retriever Hündinnen / Jüngstenklasse
137 Karvin Yasmine
B: Sandra Fiedler
Pretty puppy, with a nice head, I’d prefer a true scissor bite, good enough in neck and shoulders, nice
ribs for a youngster, quite nice quarters, unfortunately not used to the handler, V
138 Lavender's Generation Caramel Candy
B: Margit Urbanski
Attractive, nice sized puppy, good coat and condition, pretty head, good neck and shoulders and
straight front, good ribs, nice angulated quarters, moved quite nicely for a youngster, VV
VV
139 Little Violet´s La Luna
B: Verena Arminger
Quite an attractive puppy, nicely balanced, pretty head, good neck and shoulders, sufficient depth of
ribs, sufficient quarters, V
V
140 Little Violet´s Lilli of the Lamplight
B: Carolyn Foster
Attractive puppy, pretty head, super shoulders, nice reach of neck, nice ribs, well angulated quarters,
moves quite nicely, VV
VV
141 Sea Goddess Arielle´s Cape of Good Hope
B: Rudolf Leitner
Nice young puppy, clean in outline, pretty head, good in neck and shoulders, nice straight front,
sufficient depth of rib, nice firm top line, good quarters, moves quite well, VV
VV
142 Splendid Star Just for Joy
B: Alexandra Glied
Very nice puppy indeed, very nice head and expression, good neck and shoulders, nice straight front,
sufficient rib for her age, nice turn of stifle, moved very nicely for a youngster; VV
VV1 BESTE JÜNGSTE
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143 Stonedale Pure Romance
fehlt

B: Marlene Sillence

144 Tabitha of Glen Sheallag
B: Hannelore Rebernig
Very mature puppy, very nice head, good neck and shoulders, nice straight front, sufficient rib, nice
level top line, sufficient angulation of quarters, moved quite well, VV
VV

Hündinnen Jugendklasse
145 A-My Wish of the Dream
B: Gabriela Baluskova
Good sized, nicely balanced, pleasant head, good in neck and shoulders, nice front, sufficient depth of
rib, nice top line, well angulated quarters, moved quite well, Excellent
V
146 Abigail of Hopeful Image
B: Helga Oberhollenzer
Very nice attractive pale bitch, nice head and expression, good in neck and shoulders, sufficient rib,
nicely angulated quarters, moves very nicely with plempty of drive, Excellent
V
147 Alia Wish of the Dream
B: Alexandra Glied
Very nicely balanced bitch, nice head, good neck and shoulders, well boned straight front, good depth
of rib, nice firm top line, nicely angulated quarters, maybe carrying a little too much weight, but moves
very nicely, Excellent
V1 JB
148 Alice de Degenia Velebitica
B: Robert Boskovic-Zarak
Pretty bitch, nice head, good conformation of the front, quite nice angulation of the rear, but for a
puppy of 13 months of age, I´d like to see more body and substance, moves quite nice, Very Good
SG
149 Alvilág-Gyönyje Abigél
B: Michaela Krischke
Quite nicely balanced, pleasant head and expression, quite good in neck and shoulders, good rib, nice
top line, well angulated quarters, moved quite well, not in the best of coat, Excellent
V
150 Aspire vom Keksiland
B: Sylvia Neumann
Quite a pretty bitch, very nice head, nice eye and expression, plenty good enough in neck and
shoulders, nicely boned straight front, good rib, nice top line and good quarters, moved quite well,
Excellent
V
151 Aurens Ivory Rose
fehlt

B: Dino Molnari

152 Beauty Queen Scandinavia Finland
B: Eva und Veronika Hubikovy
Quite a nicely balanced bitch, nice head, good neck and shoulders, very nice straight front, good rib,
level top line, well angulated quarters, moved very nicely, not in the best of coat, Excellent
V3
153 Bell Oktave Ally
B: Barbara Bachleitner
Nicely balanced and clean in outline, nice head, good neck and shoulders, nice straight front sufficient
rib, very nice top line and good quarters, moves very well, Excellent
V
154 Bell Oktave Annie
B: Georg Ranftl
Attractive head, soft gentle expression, I’d prefer more angulation of shoulder and little more neck,
depth of rib is adeguate, but a little tucked under the loin, very good angulation of the rear, moved
quite well, Very Good
SG
155 Calimera von Teriolis
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Quite a nicely balanced bitch, not in the best coat at the moment and lacking ferheuing underneath,
good in neck and shoulders, good rib, nice top line, good quarters, moved well, Excellent
V
156 Clea von Teriolis
B: Dr. Brigitte Uhl
Quite a nice balanced bitch, nice head and expression, I´d prefer more neck and better angulation at
the shoulders, good depth of rib, firm top line and quarters, needs to tighten up on the move,
particularity at the front, Very Good
SG
157 Dewmist Diamonds Are Forever
B: Dr. Eszter Bárdossy
Nice attractive bitch, pleasing outline, very nice head, nice eye and expression, good front, good
angulations throughout, nice rib, good top line, nice tail carriage, nice quarters, moved nicely,
Excellent
V4
158 Easter of Lubberland
B: Sabine Seidl
Nicely balanced, nice clean outline, pretty female head, good enough in neck and shoulders, nice
straight front, good ribs, firm top line, good quarters, moved well, Excellent
V
159 Estrea Honey von Krieglstein
B: Alfred Waschl
Quite a attractive bitch, bright and alert, lovely head, nice expression, good neck and shoulders, nice
front, sufficient rib, good top line, good quarters, moved very nicely. Excellent
V
160 French Affair of Baywatch
B: Sigrid Holzer
Nice attractive bitch, nice in outline, pretty head, good neck and shoulder, nice front, good rib, firm top
line, excellent quarters, moved well, Excellent
V2 CJS
161 Ganwales All Like an Angel
B: Cordula Kräutler
Quite nice in outline, pretty head, good neck and shoulders straight front, sufficient rib, nice top line,
good quarters, moved quite nicely, but I´d see her with little more weight, Excellent
V
162 Keep me Jana Golden Angels of Oberach
B: Manfred Punkes
Good sized bitch, quite nicely boned, pretty head and nice expression, good shoulder and sufficient
neck, good straight front, good body, nice backend, moves quite nicely, Excellent
V
163 Latenight Flikka Golden Angels of Oberach
B: Heike Wagner
Quite a nicely balanced bitch somewhut out of coat, nice head, good neck and shoulders, nice front,
nice body, good top line, good quarters, moves quite nicely, but does need more featuring to be
complete, Excellent
V
164 Latenight Glory Golden Angels of Oberach
B: Sabine Berglez
Quite nice in outline, nice head and head carriage, good neck and shoulders, nice front, needs more
fathering underneath to balance better, nice quarters, moves quite nicely, Excellent
V
165 Little Violet´s Just In Time
B: Verena Arminger
Nice attractive bitch, good head, good neck and shoulders, straight front, good depth of ribs, nice level
top line, tail set, good quarters, moved quite nice, Excellent
V
166 Quisty vom Golden Glemmtal
B: Karl Bernbacher
Nice constructed bith throughout, pleasant head, good reach and shoulders and front, nice body, good
quarters, moves nicely, not in the best of coat today, Excellent
V
167 The French Kiss Du Pays De Boheme
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Quite nicely constructed, pretty head, good front, little more angulation of the rear, not in the best of
coat today, needs to tighten up somewhat on the move, Very Good
SG
168 Thenceforth Beverlly
B: Manfred Punkes
Nicely balanced, but out of coat, nice head, good neck and shoulders, nice straight front, nice body,
good top line, but needs feathering underneath, nice quarters, moved quite well, Excellent
V
169 Thenceforth Brenda
B: Roman Jost
Quite nice in outline, nice head, good shoulders and reach and front, out of coat at the moment, but
very much lacking in body, with more substance and a good coat, it would be an attractive bitch, Very
Good
SG
170 Thenceforth Britney
B: Mag. Peter Liebetreu
Quite a nice bitch, pretty head, quite nicely constructed, good top line, good body, moves quite nicely,
Very Good
SG
171 Vienna's Golden Dreams Aureo Ragazza
fehlt
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RICHTERIN: MERIEL HATHAWAY GB

(Ring 2)

Rüden Zwischenklasse
201 Archie von der Herzogenburg
B: Petra Breinreich
lovely head, nice eye and ear shape and sad good pigment, Ok shoulder, good length of rib, nice
quarters, lovely top line beautiful shown, very happy temperament, Excellent
V3
202 Aureus Armstrong of Kinsales Spirit
B: Ing. Sigrid Reiner
masculine head, good lengths and angulation of blade and up around, good length of step, spring of
rib, strong coupling, well muzzle quarters, very impressive outline, could tighten in front pastens,
lovely coat, very well shown, Excellent
V2 Res.CACA
203 Boyscout Bundy of Golden Millenium
B: Leonie Babich
very happy, active dog, still needing matural in head, good lay of shoulder, enough length of rib, good
quarters, level top line, very happy, typical temperament, needing to maturial, today not in his best
coat but a lot to like about this typically golden retriever, Excellent
V
204 Farro vom Rosthorn
B: Dr. Erwin Mitsche
Very maturial, masculine, heavy bone, good length of shoulder, would like prefer more angulation of
upper arm, well ribbed, strong capuless, level top line, excellent coat, very happy on the move, nicely
present and shown, Excellent
V
205 Firespirit of Sweetwater Creek
B: Editha Baum
attractive head, nice eye and ear shape, and said good length and angulation of blade and upper arm,
well ribbed, short couple, strong quarters, good top line, happy and sound on the move, would prefer
just a little more hight, to balance the length of the body, lovely dog, Excellent
V4
206 Golden Mountain Spring's Chase
B: Dr. Marion Reddy
lovely expression, very gently and biddabal, most expressive outline, good shoulders, well ribbed,
strong couples, lovely top line, just coming in very glamorous coat, very sound and steady on the
move, Excellent
V
207 Niko vom Brandl-Weiher
B: Barbara Bachleitner - jun.
very masculine head, would prefer more darker eye, very maturial balanced body, good top line, good
feet, happy on the move, unfortunately incorrect bite, a great pitty, because there is so much to like
about this lovely dog, good
Gut
208 Pascal vom Brandl-Weiher
B: Patrizia Scheibenbauer
attractive head and expression, very braid intelligent, inmaturial but impressive outline, its like looking
in coat today, could be tighter in front pasten, very happy on the move, Excellent
V
209 Westwind`s Absolute Brave Heart
B: Werner Pollross
Lovely masculine head, very naturial well ribbed body, well constructed blaid and upper arm, strong
couples and quarters, good topline, excellent double coat, nicely presented, very sound on the move.
V1 CACA

Rüden Offene Klasse
210 Ares of Golden Millenium
B: Siegfried u. Helga Lackner
very masculine dog, balanced maturial body, good bone, good top line, plenty of ribs, good quarters,
Excellent
V
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211 Boris vom Friedenstein
B: Helmut Orthacker
lovely head, very gentle expression, good length angulation of blade and upper arm, well ribbed,
strong couples, mascular quarters, lovely top line and outline, cleaming well presented coat, lovely
movement in profile, could titen in wear, Excellent
V3
212 Brandy vom Hiesberg
B: Liselotte Schwarz
very sweet expression, good pigment, OK construction all through, needing to maturial, could be better
handling to show of his many good features, his tail set could be likely better, a lot a like about him,
Excellent
V
213 Calloway Calvin von der Haslacher Au
B: Eva-Christina Bredt
not a big one but beautiful balanced, good bone and feet, well ribbed, strong quarters, masculine but
very attractive head, lovely expression and good pigment, excellent double coat, very sound on the
move, slightly proud of tail, would like to see the tail slightly shorter trimmed, Excellent
V
214 Eros vom Rosthorn
B: Dr. Erwin Mitsche
very masculine dog, carring a very heavy coat, which could be trimmed slightly to shown his very good
outline, well constructed shoulder and rear, well ribbed, lovely top line, very happy on the move,
Excellent
V
215 Faithful Heart Ayman
B: Renate und Winfried Gogg
lovely head, good pigment, well constructed maturial body, good length of angulation of blade and
upper arm, well ribbed, strong couples, strong quarters, lovely top line and outline, gleaming coat,
beautiful presented, Excellent
V2 Res.CACA
216 George vom Pölzergut
B: Manfred Schinko
very gentle expression, attractive head, very maturial well constructed, coat not at it’s best good bone,
good in front and profile movement, could be tighter in rear movement, Excellent
V
217 Golden Mountain Spring´s Alibi
B: Renate Weimann
very compact, balanced body, well formed head, very gentle expression, well constructed all through,
good top line, very happy on the move, Excellent
V
218 Golden Mountain Spring´s Bagster
B: Gerhard Wilhelm
a happy and typical temperament, well constructed head, lovely elegant outline, good length and
angulation of blade and upper arm, well ribbed, strong quarters and couplings, in hard, masculine
condition, cleaming coat, beautiful presented, happy, active on the move, Excellent
V4
219 I'M Ikarus der Major vom Golden Glemmtal
B: Astrid Grohmann
very compact, balanced dog, attractive head, well constructive all away through, good top line, good
double coat, happy on the move, could be handled to better advantage, very happy, Excellent
V
220 Little Violet's Grizzly Bear
B: Dkfm. Richard Holub
very typical, gentle expression, good shoulder and front, good length of rib, strong couples, slightly
over angulated at rear, looked on his best on the move, a lot I like of this lovely dog, Excellent
V
221 Lucky Luke vom Golden Glemmtal
B: Peter Lemberger
very attractive head, nice expression, well instructed shoulder, good rib, strong couples, well muzzle
coaters, good double coat, showed at advantage on the move, Excellent
V
222 Wheatcroft Ice Diamond
B: Doris Lutz
very compact and balanced lovely head, grand expression, good pigment, good length and angulation
of blade and upper arm, good bone, good front, well ribbed, short coupled, strong quarters, most
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impressive outline, lovely coat, beautiful presented and shown, sound and happy on the move,
Excellent
V1 CACA, Clubsieger

Rüden Gebrauchshundeklasse
223 Gloi Duke of York
B: Maja Cikes
very masculine and attractive head, lovely expression, soled maturial, well constructed body, good
bone, good top line, and good coat, beautiful presented, very steady and sound on the move,
Excellent
V1 CACA
224 Karvin Wille Wallaton
B: Marion Nowak
very compact, nice expression, good pigment, balanced body, enough rib, strong quarters, attractive
outline, double coat, good bone and feet, happy on the move, Excellent
V2 RCACA

Rüden Championklasse
225 Funnyline in my Heart
B: Heidi und Peter Klee
very handsome, nicely formed head, attractive expression, maturial, well constructed nicely body,
lovely top line, very impressive outline, leaming, well presentive coat, very biddabel, steady on the
move, Excellent
V
226 Just Johnny Endelwood
B: Fabrizio Butti
very compact, nicely constructed body, attractive head, right intelligent, lovely top line, good bone,
very sound on the move, in good coat, very well a champion, Excellent
V4
227 Karvin Avalanche
B: Viktor Hoiker
attractive expression, compact nicely body, good bone and feet, lovely top line, good tail set, in good
double coat, very sound and steady on the move, Excellent
V
228 Karvin Karelian Song
B: Dr. Henrietta Szásziné Horváth
really masculine, but nothing course, lovely head, very typical gentle expression, good shoulder
construction, well ribbed, good quarters, good top line and tail set, excellent double coat, beautiful
presented, sound on the move, very well a champion,
Excellent
V2 RCACA
229 Ritzilyn Chancellor
B: Sandra Grubelic
very maturial, attractive head, kind expression, OK construction all through, good top line, lovely tail
set, good bone and feet, shown freestanding, very happy on the move, Excellent
V3
230 Royal Crest Gold-n Overtherainbow
B: Colorado Fiorentini
very glamorous, beauty shown, attractive head, good reach of neck, lovely top line, maturial balanced,
well constructed body, very steady on the move, excellent coat, beautiful presented, very well a
champion, Excellent
V1 CACA BESTER RÜDE BOS

Rüden Seniorenklasse
231 Flash of Smiling Hunter
B: Stefanie Schneider
lovely gentle expression, nicely balanced, good bone, good top line, delightful gentle character, very
steady, sound on the move, Excellent
V2
232 Karvin Spumante
B: Moos Elke Karves Helena/
good size, very balanced, nice head, gentle expression, well constructed, good top line and tail set,
excellent double coat, nicely presented, lovely happy temperament, Excellent
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V1
233 Primrose Bang-Up
B: Elke Moos
lovely outline, well constructed all through, attractive expression, good top line, good tail set, lovely
temperament, very glamorous coat, I forgave him a slight limp on the left front, the ground is very hot
today, lovely dog, Excellent
V3

(Ring 3) RICHTER: JOHN CLARK GB
Hündinnen Zwischenklasse
301 Anis von der Herzogenburg
B: Peter Klauscher
Good head and expression, well laid schoulders, good upper arm, good angulation and hind quarters,
balanced, easy moving bitch. excellent
V
302 Doubleuse June
B: Brigitte Auer
Pleasing bitch, positive front, would prefer better layback to shoulder. Rather fine in bone and inclined
to stand high in the hock. Moved well. Very good.
SG
303 Drombeg By Sunset
B: Sibylle Siegele
Pleasing head and expression. Lacks angulation in the shoulder. Falls very steeply over the croup,
requires to developover the loin. Moved reasonably well. Very good.
SG
304 Fergie Black Diamond von Arnold
B: Sabine Haas
Good head and expression with nice dark points. Good front, neck and shoulders, level top line with
good angulation and hind quarters. Moved well around the ring. Excellent.
V
305 Little Violet's Irish Green
B: Heidi Rosenbauch
Pleasing head and expression.,Would prefer a slightly darker eye. Good front with well laid shoulders.
Well developed rib cage. Good angulations and hind quarters. Moved.well. excellent.
V
306 Little Violet's Irish Rain
B: Sabine Bozsenik
Attractive head and expression. Positive front with well laid shoulders. Good depth to rib cage. Strong
level back with good angulation in hind quarters. Moved steadily. Excellent.
V
307 Pascalle vom Golden Glemmtal
B: Ilse Beuchert
Attractive head and expression. Good front. Would prefer better layback to shoulder. Strongly made
rib cage. Good hind quarters. Overall reasonable bitch, but could be better handled. Inclined to be
rather high in the hocks in her movement. Very good.
SG
308 Ritzilyn High Society
B: Marion Lautner
Good head and expression. Positive front, well laid shoulders, level top line with well developed rib
cage. Balanced with good angulation in hind quarters. Well handled and moved across the ring with
drive.
V
309 Stonedale Cast a Spell
B: Michaela Krischke
Pleasing head and expression. Good front, reasonable shoulders, level top line. Requires further
development over the rib cage and loin and would prefer better bone. Inclined to pin in the front
movement. Very good.
SG
310 Stonedale Crime of Passion
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Feminine head and expression, good front, neck and shoulders. Level top line with well developed rib
cage and loin. In good coat and very well presented. Level movement across the ring. Excellent.
V2 ResCACA
311 Think Twice of Graceful Delight
B: Malaika Klemm
Bitch of tood size, good head and expression. Well fromed shoulders, level top line with good depth
and spring of rib.Good angulation in hind quarters. Moved steadily, well presented. Excellent.
V3
312 Unique Bela Degenie Velebitica
B: Dragana Cvetkovic-Blumlein
Good head and expression. Positive front, well laid shoulders, level back with well developed rib cage
and loin. Well formed neat hocks. Moved steadily. Excellent.
V4
313 Wheatcroft Diamond Violets
B: Lynn Kipps
Excels in head and expression, good front, well laid shoulders, balanced, well developed body, well
formed hind quarters, well presented and moved really well. It’s a pity she has lost a tooth. Excellent.
V1 CACA

Hündinnen Offene Klasse
314 Alice vom Hiesberg
B: Luzia Huber
Pleasing head and expression, rather spoiled by a “putty” nose. Good front, neck and shoulders, well
developed rib cage with firm top line, good angulation in hind quarters, moved steadily across the ring.
Excellent.
V
315 Alina von Billi's Home
fehlt

B: Josef Hettegger

316 Alpha of Cyber Gold
fehlt

B: Lalage Grasl

317 Artemis Angel of the Dreams
B: Gabriela Baluskova
Pleasing head, rather spoiled by hair growing the wrong way. Good front, well laid shoulders, mature,
well developed body, good breadth and angulation hind quarters. Moved well. Excellent.
V
318 Besame Mucho von der Haslacher Au
B: Hermine Gebhart
Good head and expression. Would prefer better angulation to shoulder and length to upperarm.
Mature, well developed body, top line falls rather steeply over the croup. Lacks postive drive in her
movement. Very good
SG
319 Bijonda von Teriolis
B: Josef Hettegger
Compact bitch, balanced head with good expression. Good angulation on the shoulder, positive front,
good bone and feet. Mature, well developed body. Well bent stifle with neat hocks.Moved well.
Excellent..
V
320 Deinti Dekko of Lubberland
B: Amadeus Mitterhauser
Bitch of good size, pleasing head and expression. Good front, neck and shoulders, well developed rib
cage, firm top line, well formed hind quarters. Excelled in her movement. Excellent.
V
321 Ecstacy of Baywatch
B: Sigrid Holzer
Compact, balanced bitch. Well featured head, good front neck and shoulders. Mature, well developed
body, level back with good tail set. Strongly made hind quarters, positive driving action across the ring.
Excellent.
V
322 Fiori Di Campo
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Feminine head and expression with good dark points. Well laid shoulders, clear neck, positive front,
good bone and feet. Good depth to rib cage with strong level back. Breadth and angulation in hind
quarters. Moved well around the ring. Excellent.
V4
323 Golden Mountain Spring's Amber-Joy
B: Herbert Grabmayr
Very feminine bitch. Lovely head and expression.Excellent front, neck and shoulders. Form top line
with good development over the rib cage and loin. Well formed hind quarters with neat hocks.
Balanced in her conformation and movement. Excellent.
V2 ResCACA
324 Hayjoy Blu Riva Babe
B: Doris Lutz
Pleasing head and expression, good front, neck and shoulders. Would prefer tighter feet. Balanced,
well developed body. Good angulation and strength in hind quarters. Moved well around the ring.
Excellent.
V
325 Lavender's Generation Beady Rose
B: Margit Urbanski
Lovely feminine bitch with good head features. Positive front with clearest of neck and shoulders,
strong level back with good tail set. Well developed over the rib cage and loin strongly made hind
quarters with neal haks. Moved very vell. Excellent.
V1 CACA CLUBSIEGER BESTE HÜNDIN BOB
326 Little Violet's De Ja Vu
B: Dr. Georg Ausserlechner
Beautifully balanced feminine bitch. Good front, neck and shoulders, mature, well developed body with
strength over the loin, well formed well angulated hind quarters. Moved with energy and purpose.
Excellent.
V
327 Little Violet's Golden Almerak Janis
B: Karin Mauser
Pleasing head and expression. Would prefer tighter front and better angulation on the shoulder. Good
top line, has depth of rib, but requires to mature in spring of rib. Well formed hind quarters. Moved
steadily. Very good.
SG
328 Little Violetts Ebony & Ivory
B: Friedrich Pradl
Pleasing head. Would prefer tighter front and better layback to shoulder. Firm top line but requires to
develop over the rib cage and loin. Is inclined to stand rather high in the hock in hind quarters. Moved
ok. Very good.
SG
329 Little Violet´s Especially For You
B: Dr. Peter Dangl
Good head and expression. Well laid shoulders. Would prefer tighter front. At the moment is rather
loaded on the shoulder. Well developed rib cage and loin. Good angulation and hind quarter.
However, not very steady in her movement. Very good.
SG
330 Little Violet´s Fairytale
fehlt!

B: Franz Kirner

331 Sundance Golden's Jill
Fehlt

B: Regine Felgitscher

332 Sundance Golden's Happy
B: Dr. Henrietta Szásziné Horváth
Lovely head and expression. Good front, neck and shoulders. Strong level back, mature, well
developed body with strength over the loin. Well formed hind quarters with neat hocks. Moved well.
Very Good
SG
333 Xabrina of Bridge Four
B: Verena Arminger
Lovely head and expression. Good front, neck and shoulders. Strong level back, mature, well
developed body with strength over the loin. Well formed hind quarters with neat hocks. Moved well.
Excellent.
V3
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Hündinnen Gebrauchshundeklasse
334 Catcombe Colleen
B: Karl Bernbacher
Pleasing head and expression. Good front with well laid shoulders, a firm working back with well
developed rib cage and loin. Good angulation and hind quarters with neat working hocks. Very steady
on movement. Excellent.
V4
335 Cira Hunting Queen von der Bärenschützklamm B: Erwin Bergmann
Very active bitch though shy on presentation. Obviously wonders what the show ring is all about.
Would prefer better angulation on the shoulder. Requires to develop over the loin and the rib cage.
Very proud in her movement. Very good.
SG
336 Cosmo of Lubberland
B: Kurt Becksteiner
A feminine head and expression. Good front, neck and shoulders. A very balanced bitch who moved
well. Excellent.
V2 Res.CACA
337 Ella von Heinrichsbründl
B: Helga Mayer
Pleasing head and expression. Would prefer a little tighter in front. Well laid shoulders with good upper
arm. Well developed body and good angulation in hind quarters. Moved well. Excellent.
V3
338 Fantasy Fair vom Golden Glemmtal
fehlt

B: Heidi Krenkl

339 Galans Hot Love
B: Viktor Hoiker
Well featured head with good dark points. Excels in front, neck and shoulders. Firm top line with well
developed rib cage and loin. Well angulated strongly made hind quarters with neat hocks. Moved
really well. Excellent.
V1 CACA
340 Vantets Victoria
B: Barbara Bachleitner
Pleasing head and expression. Would prefer tighter front and better angulation on shoulder. Well
developed rib cage but requiring to develop further over the loin. Would prefer better angulation in hind
quarters but a happy exhibit who moved well. Very good.
SG

Hündinnen Championklasse
341 Aimee Od Hradu Veveri B: Eva Hubikova
Lovely head and expression with good dark points. Good front, neck and shoulders. Deep, well sprung
rib cage, firm top line and well developed over the loin. Well formed hind quarters with neat hocks.
Moved and handled well. Excellent.
V2 ResCACA
342 Chilly Pepper von Krieglstein
B: Nikolaus Binder-Krieglstein
Lovely featured head with good dark points. Excellent front make and shoulders. Mature, well
developed rib cage and loin. Good breadth and angulation in hind quarters with neat hocks. Very
steady level mover. Excellent.
V3
343 Stonedale Secret Love
B: Adriana Jaksic
Lovely feminine head. Positive front, well laid shoulders. Clean neck line. Mature, well developed body
with strength over the loin. Excellent bend of stifle and neat hocks. Very balanced exhibit who moves
steady and true. Excellent.
V1 CACA

Hündinnen Seniorenklasse
344 Diana Amneris von Baldersheim
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Lovely featured feminine head with good dark eye. Positive front, good bone and feet, well laid
shoulder with good length to upper arm. Best of top lines. Mature, deep, well developed body, well
angulated hind quarters. Moved steady and true. Excellent.
V1
345 Sansue JackieÒ
fehlt

B: Manfred Punkes

346 Varinka du Riondaz
B: Elfriede Fiegl
Lovely featured veteran head. Good front, neck and shoulders. Balanced, mature, short coupled body,
good angulation in the hind quarters with neat hocks. Moved well at her pace across the ring.
Excellent.
V2
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